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          Product: PDFNet.dll

Product Version: 9.2.0-91be0af529

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

PDFNet.dll can not load file or dependency

We have been using PDFNET for many years.

We recently updated from .NET Framework 4 to 4.7.1. We HAD been running PDFNet version 6.60, and also upgraded to the 9.2 version. We also advanced from Visual Studio 2010 to Visual Studio 2017.

Otherwise our migrated project needed no changes other than to advance the .NET framework version to 4.71.

Everything tests and works fine from our development PCs. But when we go to deploy, and our software references PDFNet we are getting CAN NOT LOAD PDFNET.dll or one of it’s dependencies.

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

not relevant

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

not relevant
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Add-on modules for Cross-Platform (Core) library  - Structured Output Module
	Deployment - Dependencies
	Solid Framework to PDFNet Migration - Defaults
	PDFTron SDK Demo/Trial for Cross-Platform (Core) - Common questions

APIs:	Delegate PDFNet.ConnectionErrorProcNative
	Delegate PDFNet.ConnectionErrorProc
	Delegate PDFNet.ConnectionErrorProcDelegate

Forums:	Is it possible to stream word document to pdf from s3 on aws linux mode 14 lambda
	Deployment on Windows Server 2019 vs VS on Windows Server 2019 - [HttpException (0x80004005): Could not load file or assembly ‘PDFNet, Version=7.1.7.4119, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=45663c462b939c60’ or one of its dependencies. The specified mod
	How do I resolve ‘FileNotFoundException: Could not load file or assembly ‘PDFNet.dll’ or one of its dependencies’  [64-bit and .NET 4 specific]?
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          Please see this forum post
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    Hello, the runtime dependency switched for this version. 
https://www.pdftron.com/documentation/windows/changelog/#changed-behaviour 
It is now the VC++ 2013 runtimes, since Microsoft is end of life for Visual Studio 2010 shortly.
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